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Teaching students how continuous innovation affects supply,
producer surplus, and consumer surplus
This article evaluates the evolution of total welfare and its distribution between producers and consumers as
technological progress continually shifts supply and changes elasticity. It focuses on how divergent pivotal shifts, as
well as parallel shifts in supply, affect total surplus and its distribution. Divergent pivotal shifts of supply, which can
be depicted by clockwise rotations of the supply curve, cause consumer surplus and total surplus to increase. However,
producer surplus increases at first, reaches a maximum, and then declines. Innovations causing parallel shifts in supply
also cause consumer surplus and total surplus to increase. When there are parallel shifts and supply is elastic, producer
surplus increases at an increasing rate. Then, when the elasticity of supply is unit elastic, there is an inflection point.
When supply is inelastic, producer surplus increases at a decreasing rate, reaches a maximum, and then decreases.
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Teaching students how continuous innovation affects supply,
producer surplus, and consumer surplus
“There has been much discussion in the published literature but as yet no consensus has been
reached about how to determine the nature of the research-induced shift of the supply curve,
whether it is parallel, pivotal, divergent or convergent… Accepting the lack of consensus on this
issue, we consider the extreme cases of parallel and pivotal shifts.” (Alston et al. 2004)

Microeconomic textbooks typically provide little discussion about the implications of
different types of innovations on supply, producer surplus (PS), or consumer surplus (CS).1
Moreover, there has been some confusion in textbooks regarding how producer surplus is affected
by innovation, as different types of innovations affect producer surplus differently. In this paper
we model and plot key features of innovations in order to examine their effect on total surplus and
its distribution. More importantly, we present a pedagogical tool that permits students to simulate
a wide range of innovations and visually trace their welfare implications for producers, consumers,
and society as a whole.
Understanding the market implication of innovations is increasingly important given the
rapid pace of technological progress that has dramatically affected many industries. Some relevant
examples include natural gas, petroleum, ethanol, cellulosic biofuels, solar energy, and agriculture.
Articles such as Lindner and Jarrett (1978) and Alston et al. (2004) have discussed the difficulties
of predicting the nature of supply shifts associated with technological progress. 2 For example,
Linder and Jarrett (1978) argue that innovations can shift the supply curve in one of four ways.

1

For example, Mankiw (2014) and Baye and Prince (2013).
Innovations can be classified as embodied or disembodied. Embodied innovations are specific products or
processes adopted by farmers that reduce marginal production cost. Disembodied innovations consist of knowledge
and management practices that translate into a reduction in marginal cost of production but that are not embodied in
a specific product or process.
2
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Innovations that favor low productivity/high cost producers create divergent supply shifts.3 There
are two types of divergent supply shifts. Figure 1 shows a divergent pivotal shift in supply, which
is a pivotal clockwise rotation in supply where the Y-intercept does not change. Figure 2 shows a
divergent proportional shift in supply, which is a clockwise rotation in supply combined with a
rightward shift in supply that lowers the Y-intercept. Both divergent shifts cause the vertical
distance between the supply curves to increase as quantity supplied increases. In other words, the
supply curves diverge as output increases.
FIGURE 1
FIGURE 2
Lindner and Jarrett (1978, 1980), Rose (1980), Wise and Fell (1980), Martin and Alston
(1997), and Wohlgenant (1996) suggest that a wide variety of innovations may cause divergent
rotations of the supply curve. For example, relatively recent agricultural innovations, such as
genetically modified traits that are herbicide-tolerant, heat-tolerant, or drought-tolerant, have had
a significant impact on food supply. These innovations usually create larger cost reductions in
areas with lower productivity (i.e. higher marginal cost).
Divergent pivotal shifts in supply are caused by innovations that benefit low
productivity/high marginal cost areas alone. In agriculture, examples include drought resistant
seeds, efficient irrigation technologies, and disembodied technical change such as optimal
irrigation timing, deficit irrigation, and no-till practices. In natural gas, technological innovations,
such as fracking, have allowed the exploitation of unconventional natural gas reserves.
Technological innovations have also significantly reduced the cost of off-shore drilling for both
oil and natural gas. These cause divergent pivotal shifts in energy supply.

3

Linder and Jarrett(1978) call the high cost/low productivity producers marginal producers. Low cost/high
productivity producers are called infra-marginal producers.
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Furthermore, public policies can also create divergent shifts in supply. These include
policies that are designed to assist marginal producers, such as small-holders or areas of marginal
land. Insurance subsidies that reduce the expected marginal cost of production likely cause
divergent shifts in supply since insurance provides higher benefits to low productivity/high cost
agricultural producers. In addition, previous studies (Alston et al. 2005; Phillips et al. 2001) have
argued that innovations that are not uniformly adopted by all producers, but are instead adopted in
the same proportion by producers with different marginal costs, cause divergent pivotal shifts of
the supply curve.
The third type of shifts are parallel rightward shifts in supply (Figure 3). A parallel shift is
caused when innovations create similar benefits to both the high productivity/low cost producers
and the low productivity/high cost producers. Embodied innovations that have likely produced
parallel shifts in agricultural supply are high yielding varieties, fertilizers, pesticides, and
insecticides. These advances were mostly introduced and widely adopted during the green
revolution in the 1960s. Variable rate technologies (which measure soil nutrients and apply
specific nutrient rates) have also been adopted across land types. Examples of parallel-shifting
disembodied technological progress include changes in crop rotation, changes in planting date,
density, and tillage practices. Additionally, public policy can cause a parallel shift in supply. For
example, production subsidies are public policies that benefit the entire spectrum of producers.
FIGURE 3
The fourth type of shift are convergent shifts in supply, which cause a counterclockwise
rotation of the supply curve with a lower Y-intercept (Figure 4). Convergent innovations are those
generally adopted by high productivity/low cost producers but not by the low productivity/high
cost producers.
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FIGURE 4
The scholarly literature, surveyed by Alston et al., (1995) and Hamilton and Sunding
(1998), has analyzed the welfare implications of one-time shifts of the supply curve. Yet, it has
not evaluated changes in total welfare and in the share of welfare gains accrued by producers and
consumers as subsequent technological progress continually shifts supply and changes elasticity
conditions. Moreover, such events have not been adequately described and represented in
economic textbooks. This study aims at filling this conceptual and pedagogical gap in the
academic literature.
The concept and measure of producer surplus is normally used by economists to determine
the extent that producers benefit from technological innovations. Producer surplus, the difference
between price and the supply curve, may also be defined as the earnings of the supplier minus
variable cost (Alchian 2008).4
Hamilton and Sunding (1998) note that previous studies have regarded parallel and
divergent/pivotal shifts in supply in competitive markets as more common. Therefore, the
remainder of the article compares and contrasts innovations that cause divergent pivotal shifts of
supply with innovations that cause parallel shifts of supply. As shown in appendices 1 and 2, we
create Wolfram Mathematica notebooks where students can manipulate supply parameters to see
how divergent pivotal and parallel innovations affect producer surplus, consumer surplus, and total

Alfred Marshall’s (1920) original definition of producer surplus is different than the one used today. Marshall was
originally concerned with the share of the profit going to different groups. As mentioned above, a normal supply
curve reflects the marginal cost of production, so the difference between the price and the supply curve are the
earnings of the supplier that exceed variable costs (Alchian 2008). If labor is variable and capital is fixed, part of the
earnings will be distributed to capital inputs and not to producers. The surplus going to producers would be
overstated. This is why Marshall (1920) was very careful to note that when calculating producer surplus, rather than
using a normal supply curve, a “particular expenses curve” should be used. The “particular expenses curve” is a
supply curve that includes all of the producer’s expenses not just the expenses for the variable inputs. Producer’s
surplus is the surplus revenue that goes to producers after subtracting the producer’s expenses. In other words, for
Marshall (1920) producer’s surplus was the value of the economic rent that went to the firm’s owners after all inputs
were paid.
4
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surplus. To run these Mathematica files, students can either download the free CDF Player at
https://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ or use Mathematica 8.0 or newer.
Section 2 formalizes and illustrates the case of divergent pivotal shifts, while Section 3
illustrates the case of parallel shifts in supply. For ease of exposition, the mathematical details are
in appendix 3. Section 4 discusses who gains and who loses from different types of innovation.

2.

Divergent pivotal shifts of supply

Assume that the demand and supply curves, respectively, are:
(1)

PD = a – bQ

(2)

PS = c + eQ.

Where PD is the demand price, PS is the supply price, a is the intercept of the demand curve, c is
the intercept of the supply curve, b is the slope of the demand curve, and e is the slope of the supply
curve. We assume Ps≥0, PD≥0, e≥0 and b>0. Regardless of the slope, the supply elasticity is elastic
when c>0 and inelastic when c<0. The equilibrium quantity, Q, is:
(3)

𝑄=

𝑎−𝑐
𝑒+𝑏

When supply curves are perfectly elastic (e=0), PS=0. Conversely, when supply curves
are perfectly inelastic (e=∞), PS=TR.
If the largest cost reductions are for the highest marginal cost producers, there would be a
divergent pivotal shift of the supply curve. This would reduce e while c remains constant. In
agriculture, for example, the supply curve rotates clockwise when technological improvements
mainly increase yields in low quality land (Passioura et al. 2010). Since the supply curve becomes
more horizontal, the cost advantage of the high quality land is also reduced.

7

Figure 5 illustrates how a technological innovation that causes a divergent pivotal shift of
supply affects producer surplus (PS) when the supply curve is elastic.5 The supply curve is rotated
clockwise by varying the slope while keeping the intercept (c) constant. Miller et al. (1988) showed
that as supply rotates clockwise with c constant, PS reaches a maximum when e=b. S0 in the upper
portion of Figure 5 illustrates a supply curve that corresponds to the maximum PS where its slope
(e) is the same as the slope of the demand curve (b).
FIGURE 5
In Figure 5, the maximum PS occurs at Q0. At quantities less than Q0, e>b so innovations
increase PS. After Q0, e<b so innovations decrease PS until PS=0 when the supply curve is
perfectly elastic (supply curve S2). The most important insight obtained from Figure 5 is that, when
supply is elastic, innovations benefit society as a whole but welfare gains from producers are not
a forgone conclusion. In fact, innovations of this type benefit producers only to the extent that
supply elasticity remains low relative to demand elasticity.
This can be shown by the Mathematica notebook in appendix 1 for a divergent pivotal shift.
To create an elastic supply, set the supply intercept c so that c>0. In the upper diagram, there are
two triangles; the upper triangle is consumer surplus (purple area) and the lower triangle is
producer surplus (blue area).6 As the supply slope (e) manipulate bar moves to the right, notice
that CS always increases and producer surplus first increases and then decreases. As previously
mentioned, this can be seen in the lower diagram where the blue dot that shows the relevant point
along the producer surplus curve increases when e>b, reaches a maximum when e=b, and then
deceases when e<b.

5

In Figure 5, demand is PD=10 - 0.5Q and the supply curves are PS= 2+eQ. S0 is when PS=2+0.5Q and S1 where
PS=2+0.3Q.
6
In the Mathematica notebook when the cursor is over a curve or an area you can see the relevant name.
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Rotating supply with a different intercept (c) will create a different PS curve. The new PS
curve will also reach a maximum where e=b. As depicted in Figure 6, reductions in the intercept
shift the producer surplus curve upwards, which indicates higher rents for producers at all
equilibrium production levels. Moreover, as the intercept becomes smaller, the equilibrium output
level at which the equality e=b occurs, increases up to a point and then it starts declining. This
means that reductions in supply elasticity, driven by a reduction in the intercept, do not always
widen the range of output levels for which a divergent pivotal shift of supply increases producer
surplus.
In the Mathematica notebook, notice that as the manipulate bar for the supply intercept (c)
moves to the right, the producer surplus curve shifts up and to the right. Producer surplus intersects
the X-axis below the point where the supply curve is perfectly elastic so there is no producer
surplus. When c=0, the elasticity of supply is unit elastic. Producer surplus and total revenue both
intersect the X-axis at the same point.
FIGURE 6

Figure 7 illustrates how a technological innovation that causes a divergent pivotal shift
affects producer surplus when the supply curve is inelastic. Technological advances are assumed
to reduce e and cause clockwise rotations in the supply curve, as illustrated by supply curves S0
and S1, where S1 is the post innovation supply curve.7 PS with an inelastic supply curve is the
difference between the price and the supply curve and after subtracting the area of the triangle that
is below zero. Figure 7 illustrates how a clockwise rotation on an inelastic supply curve from S0
to S1 affects PS. PS for supply curve S1 is area P1BF0 (area P1Bc minus area 0Fc). This can be

7

D is PD= 10–0.5Q and S is PS=-2+eQ. S0 is PS=-2+Q. S1 is PS=-2+0.7Q.
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seen in the Mathematica notebook by setting the “manipulate” bar for the supply intercept (c)
where c<0. Notice that the PS area in the upper diagram does not include anything below the Xaxis.
FIGURE 7
As seen in the lower portion of Figure 7, when b<e, PS increases between 0 and Q0, reaches
a maximum at Q0, and decreases between Q0 to Q1. PS decreases both when b=e at Q1 and between
Q1 and QT when b>e. This means that when the demand curve is flatter than the supply curve,
innovations cause PS to increase. This is because innovations cause the percentage increase in
quantity to be more than the percentage decrease in price, which benefits producers. When the
demand curve is steeper than the supply curve, on the other hand, innovations cause the percentage
decrease in price to be more than the percentage increase in quantity, which hinders producers.

2.1.

Maximum PS when there are divergent pivotal shifts of supply
Figure 8 shows that when there are divergent pivotal shifts in supply, the maximum point

of each PS curve lies along a curve that is backward bending and starts at the origin and ends at
the highest point of the TR curve. The PS curves in Figure 88 show how clockwise rotations
(reductions in e with c constant) of the supply curves affect producer surplus. As shown in Figures
5 and 6, when the supply curve is elastic, PS is at its maximum level when e=b (Miller et al. 1988).
With a linear demand curve, the supply curves that correspond to the maximum producer point on
PS are parallel when the supply curve is elastic.9

8

Each PS curve is generated by changing e while keeping the level of c constant.
In our simulation, when D is PD=10–0.5Q, five elastic supply curves and one unit elastic supply curve that
correspond to the maximum point on the PS graph in Figure 3 are S1=5+0.5Q, S2=4+0.5Q, S3=3+0.5Q,
S4=2+0.5Q, S5=1+0.5Q and S6=0.5Q. When supply is inelastic, five of the supply curves that corresponds to the
maximum PS are S7=-1+0.532Q, S8=-2+0.6025Q, S9=-3+0.6886Q, S10=-4+0.7813 and S11=-5+0.877183.
9
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FIGURE 8
When the supply curve is inelastic, PS is at its maximum when b<e and the supply curves
that correspond to the maximum PS are not parallel but become more inelastic (e increasing) as c
decreases. Even though TR is maximized at Q6, the output where PS is maximized continues to
increase between Q6 and Q9, where demand is inelastic and TR is decreasing. After Q9, the
producer surplus curves continue to increase when c decreases; however, the maximum point for
each producer surplus curve is now at a quantity less than Q9. When the supply curve is perfectly
inelastic, PS=TR.
This can be illustrated in the Mathematica notebook for innovations that cause divergent
pivotal shifts in supply by including the maximum producer surplus curve. As discussed above,
when there are divergent pivotal shifts in the supply curve, the maximum point for each producer
surplus curve is along a curve that is backward bending and the starts at the origin and ends at the
maximum point of the total revenue curve. Producer surplus increases not only when supply is
elastic and unit elastic but also at first when supply is inelastic. Eventually, the maximum point
curve has a backward bend where it ends at the maximum point of the total revenue curve.

2.2.

TS when there are divergent pivotal shifts of supply
Figure 9 depicts various PS and TS curves that are generated by changing c. There is only

one CS curve because changes in c do not change its position. Also, CS increases at an increasing
rate. This is shown in the Mathematica notebook for innovations that cause divergent pivotal shifts
by including the consumer surplus (purple curve). Notice that consumer surplus always increases
at an increasing rate. Movements along all of the curves are caused by reducing e while c is
constant (clockwise rotations in the supply curve).
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FIGURE 9
Since there is only one CS curve, TSi=CS+PSi, PS1 and PS2 correspond to elastic supply
curves (c>0). Note that when c>0, TS increases at constant rate up to where the supply curve is
perfectly elastic (e=0) where PS=0 and TSi=CS. TS1=CS at quantity Q1 and TS2=CS at Q2. This
is shown in the Mathematica notebook by including total surplus (orange curve) and setting the
supply intercept so that c>0. As mentioned above, total surplus increases at a constant rate until
the supply curve is perfectly elastic.
When supply is inelastic (c<0), TS increases at a decreasing rate up to where TSi=CS at
QT. At QT, the good is not scarce so people can get all they want for free. For all inelastic supply
curves, TS and CS are maximized at QT. As shown in the Mathematica notebook when all curves
are included, when supply is inelastic (c<0), total surplus increases at a decreasing rate up until
total surplus is equal to consumer surplus.
In Figure 9, the more inelastic the supply curve the greater the TS until PS6=TR, when the
supply curve is perfectly inelastic. The more elastic the supply curve, the more linear the TS curve.
The more inelastic the supply curve, the larger the total surplus. In other words, total surplus is
larger the smaller c is.

3.

Parallel shifts of supply
Parallel shifts cause c to decrease while e remains constant. Figure 10 illustrates how

parallel shifts of supply affect PS. Since S2 is an inelastic supply curve (c<0), PS is area P2BE0
(area P2BC2 minus area 0EC2). The lower portion of Figure 10 illustrates how a continuum of
parallel shifts in supply affect equilibrium quantity, PS, and TR.
FIGURE 10
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When the elasticity of supply is elastic, where c>0, PS increases at an increasing rate from
the origin to Q1. The inflection point above Q1 (at A’) is where c=0 and the elasticity of supply is
unit elastic. When the elasticity of supply is inelastic, where c<0, PS increases at a decreasing rate
between Q1 and Q2, reaches a maximum above Q2 at point B’ on curve PS, and then decreases
between Q2 and QT.
A remarkable result revealed by Figure 10 is that production innovations can result in
reductions of producer surplus even if they reduce supply elasticity. In particular, an innovation
that triggers a parallel shift in a linear supply curve reduces supply elasticity. Yet, Figure 10 shows
that the producer surplus curve reaches a maximum and then declines. The intuition behind this
result should be clear. When a linear supply is inelastic, the intercept is negative and part of the
producer surplus triangle is located in the negative quadrant. This means that it does not translate
into a welfare gain for the producer. As rightward parallel shifts occur, a larger share of the
producer surplus triangle gets pushed to the negative quadrant until welfare obtained by the
producer is zero.
Figure 10 can be seen in the Mathematica notebook in appendix 2 for innovations that
cause parallel shifts in supply including total revenue (black curve), producer surplus (blue curve),
current producer surplus (blue point), and maximum producer surplus (red point). Innovations that
cause parallel shifts in supply are illustrated by moving the supply intercept (c) manipulate bar to
the right. Producer surplus increases at an increasing rate in the elastic portion of the demand curve,
when c>0. The inflection point is where c=0. In the inelastic range (c<0), producer surplus
increases at a decreasing rate, reaches a maximum at the red point in the lower diagram, and then
decreases to zero when the price is zero.
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3.1.

Maximum PS when there are parallel shifts of supply
Figure 11 illustrates the effects of innovations that cause parallel shifts in supply. In this

case, innovation reduces the supply intercept (c), which causes a movement along a given producer
surplus curve. Changes in the supply slope (e) changes the position of the producer surplus curve.
When the supply slope (e) is zero, the supply elasticity is perfectly elastic so there is no producer
surplus and the PS curve is along the X-axis. As the supply slope (e) increases and becomes more
inelastic, the producer surplus curve shifts upward. The Mathematica notebook allows the user to
simulate a wide range of innovations causing parallel shifts in supply.
Horowitz et al. (2013) showed that when there are parallel shifts of a linear supply curve
the maximum points on each PS curve lie along a line that begins at the top of the TR curve and
ends at the bottom right corner of the TR curve. This is shown in Figure 11 by the line between A’
and F’. The bottom portion of Figure 11 shows five different PS curves, while the top portion only
shows the supply curve that corresponds to the maximum point for the five PS curves. For example,
PS2 in Figure 11 is the same curve as PS in Figure 10, and S2 in Figure 11 is the supply curve that
corresponds to the highest level of PS at point B’ in Figure 10.
FIGURE 11
Figure 11 shows that for any non-zero PS, the more inelastic the supply the higher the PS.
For example, when e=0, supply is perfectly elastic and the PS curve will be along the X-axis. When
supply is perfectly inelastic (S5) all revenue is PS. The supply curve S2 is more inelastic than S1
and PS2 is higher than PS1.10

10

PS0 shows the various producer surpluses when c varies and e=0.07. PS1 is when e=0.25. PS2 is when e=0.7.
Lastly, PS3 is when e=1.5.
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3.2.

TS when there are parallel shifts of supply
Figure 12 adds TS curves to the bottom portion of Figure 11. There is only one CS curve

because we assume that demand does not shift with changes in technology. Lower prices cause a
movement up along the CS curve. Since TS=CS+PS, when supply is perfectly elastic, PS=0.
Therefore, CS=TS and TS reaches a maximum when the price is zero and output is QT. When
supply is perfectly inelastic all revenue is PS and the TS curve is TS5.
Figure 12
Between 0 and QT, CS always increases at an increasing rate. When the supply elasticity is
not perfectly elastic or inelastic, TS increases at an increasing rate up to where the supply is unit
elastic. It then increases at a decreasing rate until the maximum TS occurs at QT. For all PS curves,
TS and CS are maximized at QT. In other words, CS and TS are maximized when the price is zero
and the good is no longer scarce.
For innovations that cause parallel shifts in supply, Figure 12 is illustrated in the
Mathematica notebook when all curves are included. Notice that the CS always increases at an
increasing rate. When the manipulation command for the supply slope (e) is all the way to the
right, there is no PS so that TS=CS. When the manipulation bar for (e) moves to the left, the supply
elasticity becomes more inelastic and both PS and TS increase. However, the highest point on the
TS curve is always when the price is zero.

4.

Innovations: Winners and Losers
It is very important to compare the welfare implications of different types of innovation.

The conceptual exercise presented in this paper, along with the quantitative illustration in the
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Mathematica notebook, effectively communicate to students what type of innovations benefit
consumers, producers, and both.
First, the Mathematica notebook clearly reveals that in a competitive market all innovations
benefit consumers. However not all innovations benefit producers. In fact, innovations causing
divergent rotations in supply benefit producers only if they do not cause supply elasticity to
increase too much relative to demand elasticity. Moreover, innovations causing parallel shifts in
supply benefit producers only if a small portion of the market output can be offered at no cost. The
latter conditions is much more plausible in reality, which means parallel shifts of supply are more
likely to benefit producers than divergent rotations.
This exercise points to the importance of elasticities as critical fundamentals shaping the
welfare implications of technological advances. Yet, it also points to its limitations. A lower
elasticity of supply relative to demand tends to increase the share of society’s gains accrued by
producers. This seems like a relatively accepted notion among undergraduate students of
microeconomics. Less generally understood, however, is the fact that the validity of such an
argument is not robust to the type of innovation being considered. Our analysis, which students
can replicate through the Mathematica notebook, shows that innovations causing rightward
parallel shifts in supply can result in lower producer surplus while reducing supply elasticity.
Finally, the fact that some innovations benefit consumers but not producers might suggest
to students that their overall effect on societal welfare is ambiguous. This analysis and the
accompanying Mathematica notebook makes it clear that they are not. Technological innovations
taking place in competitive markets always benefit society as a whole. Stated differently, in a
competitive market, innovations increase the sum of producer and consumer surpluses regardless
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of the type of producers that adopt them, namely marginal (i.e. high cost) or inframarginal (i.e.
low cost) producers.

5.

Conclusion
Continuous technological innovations are dramatically affecting many industries. A wide

range of stakeholders (e.g. industry, policy makers, and consumers) are interested in how these
innovations affect market conditions and the profitability of firms. However, most economic
textbooks have little, if any, discussion on how different innovation affect supply, producer
surplus, and total surplus. This article explains how to address innovation when teaching
economics and offers a tool to illustrate the effects of innovation on the profitability of firms and
the well-being of producers and consumers. The analysis in this article and the pedagogical tool
presented illustrate how innovations will eventually benefit consumers more than producers. It
also shows how innovations affect the geometry and symmetry of the curves.
Innovations causing divergent pivotal shifts and parallel shifts in supply will at first
increase producer surplus but then beyond a certain point will reduce producer surplus. Total
surplus always increases because the increases in consumer surplus are large enough to more than
compensate for the fall in producer surplus. Innovations have both efficiency implications (i.e.
increasing total surplus) as well as distributional implications. Innovations that cause both
divergent pivotal shifts of supply and parallel shifts of supply will eventually increase the share of
total surplus received by consumers.
The static nature of figures in textbooks greatly diminish the effectiveness with which
implications of different types of innovations can be communicated to students. This is because
innovations, and their ramifications for market equilibrium and surplus, are inherently dynamic
17

and nonlinear. The Mathematica notebook is designed as a tool to alleviate this problem. Its
interface is friendly and easy to manipulate. It very clearly reveals to students the importance of
technological parameters (since these are directly manipulated by the user) in shaping total surplus
and its distribution along the vertical supply chain.
Like all pedagogical tools, our Mathematica notebook can only offer a limited range of
insights. An interesting extension would be to develop a tool that allows simulation of
simultaneous innovations (i.e. parallel shift plus clockwise rotation) while keeping track of welfare
changes relative to a baseline situation. Such a tool would reveal the importance of interactions
between different types of innovation in shaping their welfare effects. These constitute relevant
research directions on teaching and learning economics.
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Figure 1: Innovation with a divergent-pivotal shift in supply
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Figure 2: Innovation when there is a divergent-proportional shift in supply
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Figure 3: Innovation with a parallel shift in supply
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Figure 4: Innovation with a convergent shift in supply
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Figure 5: Producer Surplus (PS) when there are divergent pivotal shifts of elastic supply curves
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Figure 6: Divergent pivotal shifts of elastic supply curves with different intercepts (c)
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Figure 7: Producer Surplus (PS) when there are divergent pivotal shifts of inelastic supply curves
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Figure 8: How divergent pivotal shifts in supply affect the maximum points of Producer Surplus (PS)
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Figure 9: How divergent pivotal shifts of supply affect Consumer Surplus (CS), Producer Surplus (PS) and
Total Surplus (TS)
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Figure 10: How parallel shifts of supply affect Producer Surplus
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Figure 11: Innovations causing parallel shifts of supply and Producer Surplus (PS)
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Figure 12: How parallel shifts of supply affect Consumer Surplus (CS), Producer Surplus (PS), and Total
Surplus (TS)
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Appendix 1: Mathematica program to simulate innovations that cause divergent
pivotal shifts in supply
The following graphical simulations show that when there are divergent pivotal shifts, PS
reaches a maximum when the slope of the supply curve (e) equals the slope of the demand curve
(b). When e > b, divergent pivotal innovations increase PS and when e < b divergent pivotal
innovations decrease PS. Rotating supply with a different intercept (c) will create a different PS
curve. The lower the intercept (c), the higher the PS curve. When there are divergent pivotal
shifts in supply, the maximum point of each of these PS curves lies along a curve that is
backward bending and starts at the origin and ends at the highest point of the Total Revenue (TR)
curve. When supply is elastic (c > 0), TS increases at constant rate up to where the supply curve
is perfectly elastic (e = 0) where TS = CS. On the other hand, when supply is inelastic (c < 0),
TS increases at a decreasing rate up to where TS = CS.

Mathematica Code
Manipulate[GraphicsGrid[{{Show[Plot[{Tooltip[ab*Q,"demand"],Tooltip[c+e*Q,"supply"]},{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{1,21},{10,50}},PlotStyle{Black,Blue},AxesLabel{"Quantity","Price"}],G
raphics[{Opacity[0.4],Purple,
If[a*e+b*c0,Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,0},{a/b,0},{0,a}}],"consumer
surplus (purple area)"],Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,a},{(ac)/(e+b),Max[0,a-(b+e)*(a-c)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]},{0,Max[0,a(b+e)*(a-c)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]}}],"consumer surplus (purple
area)"]],Opacity[0.4],Blue,If[c>0,
Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,c},{0,Max[0,a-(b+e)*(ac)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]},{(a-c)/(e+b),Max[0,a-(b+e)*(ac)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]}}],"producer surplus (blue
area)"],Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,0},{0,Max[0,a-(b+e)*(ac)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]},{(a-c)/(e+b),Max[0,a-(b+e)*(ac)/(e+b)+e*(a-c)/(e+b)]},{-c/e,0}}],"producer surplus (blue
area)"]]}]]},
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{Show[{
If[trr,Plot[Tooltip[Q (a-b Q),"total
revenue"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleBlack,AxesLabel{"Quantity","$"}],Plot[Q (a-b
Q),{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleWhite,AxesLabel{"Quantity","$"}]],
If[psr,Plot[Tooltip[Which[c0,If[0.5 (a-b Q-c) Q>0,0.5(a-b
Q-c) Q,0],c<0,If[0.5 (a-b Q-c) Q-0.5 Abs[c/((a-c)/Q-b)]
Abs[c]>0,0.5(a-b Q-c) Q-0.5 Abs[c/((a-c)/Q-b)]
Abs[c],0]],"producer surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleBlue],Graphics[{}]],
If[csr,Plot[Tooltip[0.5 b Q^2,"consumer
surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{Purple}],Graphics[{}]],
If[tsr,Plot[Tooltip[0.5 b Q^2+Which[c0,If[0.5 (a-b Q-c)
Q>0,0.5(a-b Q-c) Q,0],c<0,If[0.5 (a-b Q-c) Q-0.5 Abs[c/((a-c)/Qb)] Abs[c]>0,0.5(a-b Q-c) Q-0.5 Abs[c/((a-c)/Q-b)]
Abs[c],0]],"total surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleOrange],Graphics[{}]],
If[p1r,ListPlot[{{(ac)/(b+Which[c0,b,c<0,Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b]]),Which[
c0,If[(0.5 (a-c)^2 b)/(b+b)^2>0,(0.5 (ac)^2b)/(b+b)^2,0],c<0,If[-((0.5
c^2)/Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])+(0.5 (a-c)^2
Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])/(b+Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]]
,c>0,b])^2>0,-((0.5 c^2)/Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])+(0.5
(a-c)^2
Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])/(b+Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]]
,c>0,b])^2,0]]}},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{PointSize[0.02],Red}],Graphics[{}]],
If[c1r,ListPlot[Table[{(ac)/(b+Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b]),Which[c0,If[(0.5 (ac)^2 b)/(b+b)^2>0,(0.5 (a-c)^2 b)/(b+b)^2,0],c<0,If[-((0.5
c^2)/Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])+(0.5 (a-c)^2
Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])/(b+Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]]
,c>0,b])^2>0,-((0.5 c^2)/Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])+(0.5
(a-c)^2
Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]],c>0,b])/(b+Which[c0,T[[c+Length[T]]]
,c>0,b])^2,0]]},{c,minc,maxc}],JoinedTrue,PlotStyleRed],Graphi
cs[{}]],
If[p2r,ListPlot[{{Min[(a-c)/(e+b),20],Which[c0,0.5*e*((ac)/(e+b))^2,c<0,If[0.5*(-(c^2/e)+e*((a-c)/(e+b))^2)>0,0.5*((c^2/e)+e*((a-c)/(e+b))^2),0]]}},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{PointSize[0.02],Blue}],Graphics[{}]]}]}},Ima
geSize270],
{{c,10,"upper graph supply intercept (c)"},40,-200,1,Appearance34

>"Labeled",ImageSizeTiny,ControlPlacementTop},{{e,10,"upper
graph supply slope (e)"},10,0.01,0.01,Appearance>"Labeled",ImageSizeTiny,ControlPlacementTop},Delimiter,Style[
"lower graph for divergent pivotal shifts (e)",Bold],
{{trr,True,"total revenue (black
curve)"},{True,False}},{{psr,True,"producer surplus (blue
curve)"},{True,False}},{{csr,True,"consumer surplus (purple
curve)"},{True,False}},{{tsr,True,"total surplus (orange
curve)"},{True,False}},{{p1r,True,"maximum producer surplus (red
point)"},{True,False}},
{{c1r,True,"maximum producer surplus path (red
curve)"},{True,False}},
{{p2r,True,"current producer surplus (blue
point)"},{True,False}},ControlPlacementLeft,TrackedSymbols{c,e
,trr,psr,csr,tsr,p1r,c1r,p2r},
Initialization(
a=40;
b=2;
minc=-200;
maxc=40;
T=Table[ee/.NSolve[c^2/ee^2+((a-c)/(ee+b))^2 (1-(2
ee)/(ee+b))0,ee,Reals][[1]],{c,minc,0}];
),SynchronousInitializationFalse]
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Mathematica Output

upper graph supply intercept c

10

upper graph supply slope e

10

lower graph for divergent pivotal shifts

e

total revenue black curve
producer surplus blue curve
consumer surplus purple curve
total surplus orange curve
maximum producer surplus red point
maximum producer surplus path red curve
current producer surplus blue point

Details
Idea for labeling curves and shading regions based on code from “Consumer and Producer
Surplus” by Fiona Maclachlan
(http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/ConsumerAndProducerSurplus/)
Idea for selecting curves to display via checkboxes based on code from “The Backward-Bending
Supply Function in Fisheries” by Arne Eide
(http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/TheBackwardBendingSupplyFunctionInFisheries/)
To run this file, either use Mathematica 8.0 or newer OR download the free CDF Player
(https://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/)
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Appendix 2: Mathematica program to simulate innovations that cause parallel shifts
of supply
When there are parallel shifts in supply, the following graphical simulations reveal that
when the supply is elastic (c > 0), PS increases at an increasing rate. When the elasticity of
supply is unit elastic (c = 0), PS has an inflection point. When supply is inelastic (c < 0), PS first
increases at a decreasing rate, reaches a maximum and then decreases. When there are parallel
shifts of supply, the maximum point on each PS curve lies along a line that begins at the top of
the TR curve and ends at the bottom right corner of the TR curve. This means that when there are
parallel shifts of supply, the maximum PS never lies in the elastic portion of the demand curve.
When supply is elastic (c > 0), TS increases at an increasing rate up to where the supply is unit
elastic (c = 0) then increases at a decreasing rate up to where TS = CS.
Mathematica Code
Manipulate[GraphicsGrid[{{Show[Plot[{Tooltip[ab*Q,"demand"],Tooltip[c+e*Q,"supply"]},{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{1,21},{10,50}},PlotStyle{Black,Blue},AxesLabel{"Quantity","Price"}],G
raphics[{Opacity[0.4],Purple,
If[a*e+b*c0,Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,0},{a/b,0},{0,a}}],"consumer
surplus (purple area)"],Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,a},{(ac)/(e+b),Max[0,a-(b+e)*((a-c)/(e+b))+e*((ac)/(e+b))]},{0,Max[0,a-(b+e)*((a-c)/(e+b))+e*((ac)/(e+b))]}}],"consumer surplus (purple
area)"]],Opacity[0.4],Blue,If[c>0,
Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,c},{0,Max[0,a-(b+e)*((ac)/(e+b))+e*((a-c)/(e+b))]},{((a-c)/(e+b)),Max[0,a-(b+e)*((ac)/(e+b))+e*((a-c)/(e+b))]}}],"producer surplus (blue
area)"],Tooltip[Polygon[{{0,0},{0,Max[0,a-(b+e)*((ac)/(e+b))+e*((a-c)/(e+b))]},{((a-c)/(e+b)),Max[0,a-(b+e)*((ac)/(e+b))+e*((a-c)/(e+b))]},{-c/e,0}}],"producer surplus (blue
area)"]]}]]},
{Show[{
If[trs,Plot[Tooltip[Q *(a-b *Q),"total
revenue"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{37

10,400}},PlotStyleBlack,AxesLabel{"Quantity","$"}],Plot[Q*(a-b
*Q),{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleWhite,AxesLabel{"Quantity","$"}]],
If[pss,Plot[Tooltip[Which[a-(b+e)*Q>0,0.5*e* Q^2,a(b+e)*Q<0,0.5*e* Q^2-(0.5 (a-(b+e) Q)^2)/e],"producer
surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleBlue],Graphics[{}]],
If[css,Plot[Tooltip[0.5*b* Q^2,"consumer
surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{Purple}],Graphics[{}]],
If[tss,Plot[Tooltip[Which[a-(b+e)*Q>0,0.5*e* Q^2,a(b+e)*Q<0,0.5*e* Q^2-(0.5 (a-(b+e) Q)^2)/e]+0.5*b* Q^2,"total
surplus"],{Q,0,20},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleOrange],Graphics[{}]],
If[p1s,ListPlot[{{(a (b+e))/(b (b+2 e)),Which[-((a e^2)/(b
(b+2 e)))0,(0.5 a^2 e (b+e)^2)/(b^2 (b+2 e)^2),-((a e^2)/(b
(b+2 e)))<0,(a^2 e (0.5 b+e))/(b (b+2 e)^2)]}},PlotRange{{1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{PointSize[0.02],Red}],Graphics[{}]],If[l1s,P
arametricPlot[{(a (b+e))/(b (b+2 e)),Which[-((a e^2)/(b (b+2
e)))0,(0.5 a^2 e (b+e)^2)/(b^2 (b+2 e)^2),-((a e^2)/(b (b+2
e)))<0,(a^2 e (0.5 b+ e))/(b (b+2
e)^2)]},{e,0.01,50},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyleRed],Graphics[{}]],If[p2s,ListPlot[{{Min[(ac)/(e+b),20],Which[c0,0.5*e*((a-c)/(e+b))^2,c<0,Max[0.5*((c^2/e)+e*((a-c)/(e+b))^2),0]]}},PlotRange{{-1,21},{10,400}},PlotStyle{PointSize[0.02],Blue}],Graphics[{}]]}]}},Ima
geSize270],
{{c,10,"upper graph supply intercept (c)"},40,-200,1,Appearance>"Labeled",ImageSizeTiny,ControlPlacementTop},{{e,10,"upper
graph supply slope (e)"},10,0.01,0.01,Appearance>"Labeled",ImageSizeTiny,ControlPlacementTop},Delimiter,Style[
"lower graph for parallel shifts
(c)",Bold,TextAlignmentRight],
{{trs,True,"total revenue (black
curve)"},{True,False}},{{pss,True,"producer surplus (blue
curve)"},{True,False}},{{css,True,"consumer surplus (purple
curve)"},{True,False}},{{tss,True,"total surplus (orange
curve)"},{True,False}},{{p1s,True,"maximum producer surplus (red
point)"},{True,False}},{{l1s,True,"maximum producer surplus path
(red line)"},{True,False}},{{p2s,True,"current producer surplus
(blue
point)"},{True,False}},ControlPlacementLeft,TrackedSymbols{c,e
,trs,pss,css,tss,p1s,l1s,p2s},
Initialization(
a=40;
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b=2;
),SynchronousInitializationFalse]
Mathematica Output

upper graph supply intercept c

37

upper graph supply slope e

6.89

lower graph for parallel shifts

c

total revenue black curve
producer surplus blue curve
consumer surplus purple curve
total surplus orange curve
maximum producer surplus red point
maximum producer surplus path red line
current producer surplus blue point

Details
Idea for labeling curves and shading regions based on code from “Consumer and Producer
Surplus” by Fiona Maclachlan
(http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/ConsumerAndProducerSurplus/)
Idea for selecting curves to display via checkboxes based on code from “The Backward-Bending
Supply Function in Fisheries” by Arne Eide
(http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/TheBackwardBendingSupplyFunctionInFisheries/)
To run this file, either use Mathematica 8.0 or newer OR download the free CDF Player
(https://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/)
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Appendix 3: Mathematical Appendix
Innovation with a divergent pivotal shift in supply
PSE=1/2(P-c)Q is the PS for an elastic supply curve. Equation 4 is found by substituting
equation (2) for P and equation (3) for Q into PSE.

(4)

1 𝑎−𝑐 2
𝑃𝑆𝐸 = 𝑒 (
) .
2 𝑒+𝑏

Differentiating (4) with respect to e yields:

(5)

𝑑𝑃𝑆𝐸
1
𝑒
=( −
) 𝑄2.
𝑑𝑒
2 𝑒+𝑏

Whether the right-hand side of equation 5 is positive or negative depends on the size of e
relative to b. When e>b, dPSE/de<0, which means that innovations increase PS. On the other hand,
when eb, dPSE/de>0, which means that innovations decrease PS.
When there are inelastic supply curves, c<0. To calculate PS when c<0, we find the
difference between price and the supply curve and subtract the area of the triangle that is below
zero. PSI represents PS when supply is inelastic.

(6)

1 𝑐2
𝑎−𝑐 2
𝑃𝑆𝐼 = [− + 𝑒 (
) ].
2
𝑒
𝑒+𝑏

To determine what effect changes in e have on producer surplus when supply is inelastic,
differentiate equation (6) with respect to e.
40

(7)

𝑑𝑃𝑆 1 𝑐 2
1
= [ 2 + 𝑄 2 (1 − 2𝑒 (
))]
𝑑𝑒
2 𝑒
𝑒+𝑏

While the first term on the right-hand side of (7) is positive (decreases in e reduce PS), the
second term can be positive or negative depending on the size of b relative to e. If b≥e, then
dPS/de>0. A positive sign for dPS/de means that PS will decrease with an innovation. When b=e,
the second term in Equation 7 becomes 1-(2e/2e)=0. Finally, if be, the second term is negative
and the sign of dPS/de can be positive or negative (Karagiannis and Furtan, 2002).

Innovation with a parallel shift in supply

Innovations that cause parallel shifts to the right reduce c. When supply is elastic, c>0. To
determine how PS changes when c changes, differentiate (4) with respect to c.

(8)

𝑑𝑃𝑆𝐸
𝑒
=−
𝑄.
𝑑𝑐
𝑒+𝑏

Equation 8 is negative. This means that decreases in c increase PS.
To calculate how innovations that cause parallel shifts affect PS when supply is inelastic
(c<0), differentiate (6) with respect to c.

(9)

𝑑𝑃𝑆
𝑐
1
= − − 𝑒𝑄 (
).
𝑑𝑐
𝑒
𝑒+𝑏
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Since e>0 and b>0, the second term in equation 9 is negative and since c<0, the first term
is positive. This means that the sign on equation 9 is indeterminate. Karagiannis and Furtan, (2002)
showed that when the sum of the absolute values of the supply and demand elasticities at the preinnovation equilibrium is greater than one, parallel increases of linear inelastic supply curves will
cause PS to increase. When the sum of the absolute values is less than one, parallel increases of
linear inelastic supply curves will cause PS to decrease. When the sum of the absolute values of
the elasticities equals one, PS remains unchanged.
.
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